
 

PRESS REPORT GASTexpo 2019 

Dear Sir/Madam 

Between 30 January and 2 February, the Ljubljana Exhibition and Convention Center 

successfully hosted the 13th International Professional Fairs of Tastes GASTexpo. 

These are the only such professional fairs of the Ho-Re-Ca field in Slovenia and the main ones 

in the region that present the latest gastronomy trends and technological innovations and set 

trends in the catering and hospitality industry. 

That is why visiting the fair is an excellent opportunity to familiarise yourself with novelties and 

trends that you can then later on use in your own company and business activities. 

GASTexpo Fairs of Tastes are intended for businessmen, culinary enthusiasts, gourmets as 

well as for other interested parties.  

This year the fair had an even more extensive exhibition programme, practical workshops and 

many novelties, leaving visitors and exhibitors satisfied and wanting to return to the fair next 

year. 

At the same time as the Fairs of Tastes GASTexpo, the Ljubljana Exhibition and Convention 

Center hosted the main 30th jubilee tourism fair ALPE – ADRIA, whose central topic was green, 

active tourism. As this year’s novelty, the camping and caravanning providers were also 

present in a special hall.  

Altogether, there were around 450 local and foreign exhibitors. The number of visitors was 

the largest so far, since the fairs were visited by 20,000 local and foreign visitors from Croatia, 

Italy, Austria, Serbia and other countries.  

Practical workshop held by the best  



This year, visitors were also able to expand their knowledge and skills at free practical 

workshops.  

This year’s novelty were the workshops “Latte Art Grading System”, performed by the 

founder of Latte Art himself, Mr. Luigi Lupi, along with other globally recognised and 

established coffee masters from Italy, Mrs. Manuela Fansore, Mrs. Carmen Clemente and Mrs. 

Martina Lupi. In cooperation with Topespresso, the workshop World Latte Art Grading System 

was executed under the guidance of Manuela Fansore, the only owner of a golden cup. The 

children were also able to learn new skills in a workshop Barista Kids. The workshops Basics 

of Barista and Latte Art Grading System Slovenia also took place. 

Traditional workshops like “school of pizza” were carried out by pizzamakers from chefs’ and 

pastry chefs’ association Slovenia, along with the main pizzamaker Mr. Aleš Rekar and globally 

recognised pizza master Mr. Federico Perroni.  

A "Cocktail mixing" workshop took place under the tutelage of the Bartender Association of 

Slovenia and its president, Mr Aleš Ogrin. These workshops were extremely popular, 

especially the presentation of the it-cocktail of this year, the trendy gin.  

Furthermore, a macaron making workshop was also carried out by Naser Gashi "La 

Ganache", a master of French cuisine who prepared a workshop centered around this pastry 

that is nowadays best known under the name of Parisian macarons. 

Culinary workshops were also present at the fair, led by national and international top chefs 

from the TV show "Masterchef": we could admire the skills of Zoran Stopinšek, Zdravko Krnjajić 

and Žiga Košir.  

Throughout the fair that lasted for four days, Pivovarna Laško Union took care of proper 

hydration by teaching us how to properly pull a pint. 

The Horeca Center led a croissant-baking workshop, a workshop presenting the technique of 

preparing milk-flavoured ice creams, and a workshop on how to prepare fresh pasta with a 

twist. A workshop of French-style cutting and chopping was also performed. Primož Dolničar, 

the only Slovenian cook with his own show broadcast through the prestigious channel 

"24 Kitchen", revealed the secrets of great masters to the visitors of his workshop. In addition, 

workshops entitled "Professional baking oven", "Ice cream decorations" and "Sous-vide 

kitchen surprise" were taking place at the fair. A novelty was also presented: Robot Cook, the 

best kitchen assistant. Matej Zupančič, a young but extremely talented cook, showed his skills 

during the "Sugar at all costs" workshop. A special guest of the fair was Jaka Mankoč, the 

winner of Master Chef 2018, who presented the use of vacuum dishes in the kitchen. 



Ice cream workshops were led by internationally renowned masters from the Carpigiani 

Gelato University in cooperation with the company Makabo. No less than 28 ice cream flavours 

debuted at the fair, as well as a new dessert called "pan gelato" (ice cream wrapped in sweet, 

warm brioche dough) and, for the first time ever, visitors could see live how ice-cream popsicles 

were created with a flavour of their choosing. Furthermore, secret magical combinations of 

coffee and ice cream were also uncovered. 

Competition-related novelties 

The best masters in their fields competed in traditional national and international competitions.  

Pizzaiolos and cooks took part in the 7th international pizza-making competition called 

"The Best Pizzaiolo in Slovenia". The winner, David Gavranič, will be representing Slovenia 

at the world pizza-making competition in Napoli. Boštjan Križan won second place, and third 

place went to Erika Mahnič 

For those who wished to show off their own signature recipes, the National Alcohol-free 

COCKTAIL MIXING Competition was the place to be. The winner was Anže Šmid, second 

place went to Draga Tepeš, and Rok Dobnikar won third place. 

The national BAR DRINK MIXING competition in mixing fancy drinks also took place at the 

fair. The winner was Draga Tepeš, Aleksander Stoykov won second place, and third place 

went to David Kaloh. 

The GASTexpo BEER OF THE YEAR 2019 has also been chosen for the second time in a 

row. Based on expert evaluations, a credible assessment of Slovene boutique beers took place 

according to the globally renowned BJCP method. The flattering title of the "GASTexpo BEER 

of the year 2019" was awarded to the beer DARK, a dark lager which is a result of extraordinary 

work of the technologist in the Castra brewery. 

Second place went to an unusual yet excellent beer: BALTIC STATE OF MIND, a lager (Baltic 

porter) born in the Omnivar brewery which captivated the judges with its complexity and 

wonderful colour. 

Third place went to BELGIAN QUADRUPEL, a Trappist Belgian beer brewed in the LOO-

BLAH-NAH craft brewery; their beer astounded the jury with its wonderful aroma and taste. 

We believe that the winning beers will set the tone and dictate beer-making techniques of the 

year to come. 



This year's novelty was the 1st TOPESPRESSO LATTE ART GRADING SYSTEM National 

Championship Slovenia that qualified Latte Art baristas from all over Slovenia took place in. 

All competing baristas were the proud owners of either the green, the red or the black cup in 

the Latte Art Grading System of Slovenia. For the first time in the history of Slovenia, the winner 

will present his or her skills at the Latte Art Grading System World Championship taking place 

during the 2019 edition of the Coffee Festival in Milan. The winners in different categories were 

the following. 

BLACK CUP – winner Renata Kočevar, second place Tjaša Rogelj, third place Blaž Zakšek. 

RED CUP – winner Sandi Dajnko, second place Željko Karan, third place Eva Bogdan. 

GREEN CUP – winner Nejc Knez, second place Kosta Kocev, third place Jani Žerak. 

The next GASTexpo taste fair will be taking place from 29 January to 1 February 2020. 
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